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Preface
The Socio in Sociolinguistics is a wonderful
excuse for linguists to study all kinds of
socio-historical processes. BUT if we are to
earn the title of socioLINGUISTs we have to
connect these sociohistorical processes to
their linguistic consequences; otherwise
we are just doing banal amateur sociohistory.

1
DEFINING CITIES

Defining the city
In geographical terms: a place where the density of people is high in
comparison to the surroundings
In functional terms: A city cannot be defined in functional terms outside
of history but we may see the first cities as trading places. As such a
city presupposes a surplus of goods and individuals coming from
another place, who are willing to trade, i.e. they have something to
sell as well
That is why the first cities were placed where it was easy to get to, by
boat or otherwise, i.e. natural harbours, river crossings etc.
In historical terms: cities are profoundly different throughout history so
the obvious historical nature of the city rests on the fact that
buildings and structures often remain long after they have lost their
original function. Cities are the prime example of how some space
persists and may be used for other purposes than the original ones

The first cities of Europe
The first cities of Europe were guarded trading places.
The fortress would most likely lie outside the trading
place as such and the master of the fortress would
exact a toll on the trade in exchange for the protection
of the traders
The first cities would not be places where a lot of people
actually lived. The ratio of city dwellers to people
coming in from outside might be very low. In linguistic
terms this would mean that cities were places where
communication across linguistic frontiers was the rule
rather than the exception but that at first there were
no city dialects

THE MEDIEVAL CITY
With the intensification of trade, and the concomitant growth of
power of the princes who protected it, more people came to
live more or less permanently in cities and thus the various
guilds of traders and artisans became the backbone of the
medieval city; the privileges of the city vis a vis the rural
environs were based on this division of labour: Artisans were
practicing and lived in cities – not in villages.
The medieval city by modern standards is wonderfully small and
compressed – cf e.g. die Altstadt in Mainz
But what were the linguistic consequences? In Florence, to take
only one example, a city dialect emerged which was to
become the Standard for the whole of Italy!

Writing is a feature of cities
• Cities are places where food and goods are
traded for something else
• This means that traders will have to develop a
means of documenting for eternity what is sold
and what is bought - at least the worth of it
• Writing is the obvious solution
• Thus cities and writing are related so that the
history of cities involves the history of writing and
vice versa
• Since the written record make up the sources for
language histories, cities are also important for
language history
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TYPES OF PROCESSES IN THE
MEDIEVAL CITY

Feeding the city
• No city can feed itself. This means that the
greater the city, the more of the surrounding
countryside has to be turned into a supply region
• Obviously, this makes cities which are big rather
vulnerable militarily
• For that reason cities built storage houses and
granaries on a large scale
• And water had to be available inside the walls
• People who sell to the city are dependent on the
city and orient to the city – also in terms of
speaking

Religion, pilgrimage and prayer
• Local (parish) churches and city churches
• The cathedral (‘Münster’)
• Places of prayer, holy relics and the invention
of pilgrimage
• Holy tourism and production for a tourist
market; the case of holy ampoules

Defending the city
• Walling
• Garrisons
• Mercenaries
• Here we have massive influx of people from
outside the walls; they would bring with them
linguistic features en masse to be emulated if
deemed attractive by first adopters

Servicing the countryside
• If peasants were to bring their goods to the city
what would they get in return?
• Means for the better cultivation of their lands
–
–
–
–

horses and oxen; other livestock
ploughs
sickles and other utensils
artisans’ products: shoes, clothes, cloth, knives, forks,
barrels, leatherwork etc.

• ‘Trophies’ (like cupboards, trunks, purses, chests,
caskets)
• This would gradually urbanize the countryside

A curious example: Hälsingland houses

Trading with distant places
• Some of the larger cities gradually became involved in
distant trading, i.e. trading across boundaries
• This was dependent on financial services such as banks
and on the banks being able to offer money for
investments in distant trading (you have to pay for the
ship and the crew before they can bring home the
goods) – and on the princely power giving privileges…
• Account making is a version of writing…
• Seville in the golden age of the Spanish empire had the
Casa de la contratacion which meant that all goods
from the new world had to be traded through the port
of Seville

Administration and courts of law
• With the development of larger empires such
as the Spanish one after the discovery of the
new world, administration became a costly
affair requiring both manpower and education
for the elite administrators
• The imperial court and council for the Indian
territories was e.g. situated in Seville until
Madrid took over

Banks and money lending
• The accumulation of fortunes on the basis of
trade and the development of a trust based
economy became the hallmark of certain specific
cities (Florence, Milan, Augsburg etc.)
• The creation of such know how tended to
strengthen the city as an economic power house
• BUT: Financial centres are not necessarily
administrative or linguistic centres (e.g. in the
case of Germany: Frankfurt a. Main)

Education
• The establishment of universities in Europe
supplemented with further education the already
existing cathedral schools which educated the clergy
• The list of early universities in Europe compiled by
Willem Frijhoff documents that before 1300 there
were 20 universities in Europe (including Oxford,
Cambridge, Paris, Bologna and Padua) and around
1500 there were 61 more (including Leuven, Leiden –
and Copenhagen)
• Universities functioned in Latin and were by definition
international centres; their influence is evident every
day in the learned vocabulary uniting all Europe

Attractions
• The real mystery is why anyone would move to
live in a city?
• Here are some possible answers:
• Biologically you would find more people to
choose from when you wanted to have offspring
• The cities were in general wealthier than the
countryside
• Social aspirations might better be achieved in a
city, social mobility was the name of the city
game - in an otherwise rather stable and highly
stratified society

3
MEDIEVAL CITY SPACES

The market or fair
The market is the raison d’être of the
city. Here the peasants from around the
city’s periphery offer their goods for sale
and here the burghers of the city shop
for fresh food
Very often the market unfolds in the
squares before the cathedral and very
often (at least now) they are scheduled
so that there will be market stands on
specific weekdays
The picture at the right is from the
market stands before the Münster in
Freiburg am Breisgau

The walls
All cities were fortified to
protect the trade from
robbers
The town walls separated
what was inside from
what was outside and
guarded entrances made
it possible to tax incoming
goods. Walls have become
a central part of the city
plan of all renewed cities
since when torn down
they make new space
available in the middle of
the town (cf. München,
Vienna (the Ring),
Hamburg, Copenhagen
etc.)

The square

The tower and the
palace
Conspicuous consumption
was not only focussed on
eating; banquets were not
as ever-lasting as buildings.
In Urbino the Palazzo ducale is now
admired by tourists en masse but
was then a massive manifestation
and not only a symbol of the
duke’s power but very real.
In San Gimignano, the wealthy
families built towers to compete
with each others in building
capacity, giving the city a very
significant skyline

Why are medieval cities still relevant?
• It seems to be the case that the investment in making a
great city is so large that cities tend to stay - in the
landscape and on the list of large cities
• The obvious counterexample, often mentioned, is
Eindhoven which entered the list of large cities very
late and owe its place on the list solely to Philips
• Eindhoven notwithstanding, cities are relatively stable
units
• This simply means that the industrial cities very often
refurbished medieval cities so as to serve a new
purpose. And this happened once more with the
postmodern city We shall see this process with CPH
• Cities are urban palimpsests!

4
LINGUISTIC CONSEQUENCES

Linguistic intensity of processes
The linguistic consequences of a given process
would be dependent on
1. the linguistic intensity of the process
2. whether it involved languaging across
linguistic borders and
3. whether it involved only comprehension or
also production and in addition in which
mode (speech or writing)

Trade
Speech:
– local: dialect and urbolect if any available
– distant: different languages; linguae francae: Latin
Greek, Frankish etc. OBS the role of the Hanse in
the Nordic countries, spreading Low German

Mode:
 presupposes some sort of account keeping or
some sort of cataloguing i.e. leads to writing and
inventories

Religion
• Usually in the middle ages: Latin is used and the
dominant type of communication is from clergy
to layman, i.e. only one way
• BUT: The confession has to have been in the local
language and the whole idea is that the person
you confess to, understands what you are saying;
the Foucault argument!
• PILGRIMs would bring new lects and new
languages to a place depending on how wide the
religious attraction would cast its net (Santiago,
Nidaros etc.). But keep in mind: Access is not
enough!

Military
• When the great religious wars were fought in the heart
of Europe most of the soldiers were mercenaries, i.e.
fighting as professionals for money
• This means that often they would land in places where
another lect was spoken than the one they spoke, in
other words they would bring linguistic diversity to the
cities they entered
• Garrisons were sometimes manned by local peasant
males who in this way were urbanized and would be
able to carry urbanisms back to the countryside when
their duties ended
• Mostly, only speech is relevant in this connection but
cf. word lists or phrase books for soldiers

Admin and education
• Training was a matter of learning Latin
• In this way the whole of the common European lexicon
entered the local languages as part of the educational
and administrative processes
• A special ‘problem’ is the spelling (in Latin) of proper
names: Place names as well as personal names
• The educational process implicitly had to conceptualize
the starting point for the learning of Latin, i.e. the local
lects
• The educational and administrative processes laid the
foundation for the standardization process (Paris as the
obvious case in point)

Köln at the center of its sphere
of influence
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A NEW FUNCTION FOR THE OLD
CITY: INDUSTRIAL CITIES

THE GROWTH OF THE CITY
Only those cities which became centers of
administration, places where the reigning princes
assembled their courtiers and where
administration and education flourished, grew.
And those cities consequently became military
targets and had to be surrounded by walls which in
many cases led to several periods of fortification –
tearing down the old fortress in order to make new
fortifications was one way of enlarging the city
area, cf. Nicholas on Strassbourg

Copenhagen around 1659
A snapshot of Copenhagen under siege
by the Swedes!

We see the fortress that
was strong enough to
resist the Swedish forces
although the Danish king
had to cede Scania to the
Swedes after the war.
Incidentally, this made
the geographical position
of CPH inside the realm
of DK extremely odd!

Industrial City Systems
• The industrial city was responsible for the second
large wave of urbanization
• Particularly the period from 1850 to 1900 saw
massive migration to the old city centers and the
creation of some new ones
• In Europe the urbanization of the North West
meant the development of city systems, groups
of cities which became dependent on each other
• The foundation for the (inter)national city system
was in place

Industrial Copenhagen

Internal migrations in Denmark
historically
Birthplace of Copenhageners 1850 and 1880
Copenhagen

The Islands

Jutland

Abroad

1850

63%

8% + 15%

4% + 3%

7%

1880

54%

10%+20%

5% + 3%

8%

• The figures should be read as follows: The first figure is for
towns, the second one for rural areas.
• Source: Statistisk tabelværk, here quoted after H.C.
Johansen 2002, p.162
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Workers flock to the city
• The rural population surplus migrated to the
city to become workers
• They must originally have spoken the dialect
of their home region
• Why did they not continue to do so?
• Access, Attraction, Acquisition
• In other words: They desired to become city
dwellers, in this case Copenhageners

The city language
• This presupposes that there was already a city
lect
• The truth is that there must have been many
lects, sociolects
• What was the nature of these city lects?
• They must have diverged from the lects of the
surrounding rural districts; they must have been
bi- or multilingual at the top of the ladder but
strictly local at the bottom
• The special role of servants and service trades

6
CITY SYSTEMS AND THEIR
LINGUISTIC REPERCUSSIONS

Types of city systems
• City systems may belong to at least three
categories
• The Italian-German-Flemish type: Many cities;
no obvious main city; a tendency to coalesce
geographically (the Randstad; Ruhr Gebiet; Po
basin)
• The Franco-British type (including Denmark and
Iceland): One main city dwarfs the others
• The Northern European type (Norway, Sweden
possibly Finland): Diversification but one capital

Linguistic consequences
• The linguistic consequences have to do with
i.a. standardization and dialect levelling
• The monocentric type: One citylect dwarfs all
other lects: Result: Dialect levelling at a
massive scale, i.e. in Denmark, England,
Iceland etc.
• The pluricentric type: Regiolects appear
around the major components of the city
systems, i.e. in Norway, Sweden

7
MULTILINGUAL CITIES

An example: The refugee crisis
• Refugees to the European states may from one point of
view be seen as a welcome plus to an ageing
population that cannot reproduce itself, from another
as a work force reserve and from yet another as
primarily individuals who should be rescued from the
evils they have suffered and be taken care of
• From the point of view of the regions, refugees might
be seen as a welcome antidote to urbanization
• From the refugees’ perspective they want to live where
their kin live, i.e. in the cities
• That is also where their jobs are
• This means that all the great cities are more
multilingual now than when they were industrial

Exploded city: Copenhagen 1981

From Copenhagen proper to the Copenhagen
Greater Metropolitan area (1769-2007)
Population figures for the commune of Copenhagen and the Greater
Metropolitan Area 1769-2007
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The neighbourhood
• The idea of of the neighbourhood in the
traditional city: Siena and the Palio; London as
consisting of cities; Rome of the seven hills;
the Paris of the arrondissements
• Neighbourhood work in the modern city:
reinventing Vesterbro in Copenhagen
• The local school and the development cycle of
neighbourhoods:
• Immigration, renewal and gentrification

Vesterbro as an example
• Vesterbro as a central Copenhagen renewal site
• Vesterbro as a ethnically stratified mini society:
Ask yourself how many of the housing sites in
your neighbourhood where you live have a
MIXED population: probably none
• The history of Vesterbro is typical of the once so
worker dominated neighbourhoods, later taken
over by first artistic movers and immigrants and
later again thoroughly gentrified
• Conclusion: the Vesterbro inhabitants live in the
same place but do they live in the same reality?

Ørestad and the post modern city
In the 1990s, Copenhagen as a
community was in a deep crisis
the reasons of which were
obvious and well known from all
over the world: not enough stable
taxpayers to finance the city.
The solution was to
integrate new areas and
build entire neighbourhoods from scratch

Ørestad as the post modern layer
• Ørestad as the solution to the Copenhagen
community tax problem
• Ørestad as a developed neighbourhood
• Time and space in Ørestad: synchrony and
diachrony
• The distribution of space in the Ørestad:
housing and spare time
• Ørestad gymnasium as a surprising success

The Danish work force 1787, 1880,
2001; distribution among sectors

• Denmark 1787, 1880 og 2001, yellow means trade, green service,
red industry og blue farming; the pie slices document the relative
amount of workers working in the various sectors. The trend
towards service is obvious
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Post modern city systems
• One obvious feature of the post modern
economy is the broken link between place and
communication: the net has arrived, and the net
makes communication at a distance the rule
rather than the exception
• This was at one time thought to mean that
everybody would prefer sun and surf and then
work from there, but that belief has been
shattered; work is precisely a work place and
work means interacting with other people to
innovate and develop, administer and improve

Semiotic resources travel far
• Thus the post modern city is no longer as centralized as
the industrial city but organizes huge regions around
the historical core (now the site of touristic and cultural
events) and links like with like: a new stratification of
the city space is taking place – everybody now lives in
ghettos!
• Post modern cities are also linked in transnational
systems, the main streets of Vienna feature the ’same’
shops as that of Stockholm, e.g. Swarowski
• Thus no such thing as a national monocentric system
anymore; all centers are linked globally one way or
another and all centers are diversified at the root,
multilingual, multiethnic, multicultural…
• Superdiversity is an apt descriptive term for reality
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